Map shows the numbers of registered affected children by age group, reported by Sierra Leone Office of National Security (ONS).

Affected children registered by ONS as of 21 August 2017

Children aged 0-4

- Wellington: 19
- Angola Town: 20
- Kanikay: 29
- Culvert: 37
- Kamayama: 157
- Kaningo: 135
- Regent: 119

Children aged 5-9

- Wellington: 13
- Angola Town: 27
- Kanikay: 34
- Culvert: 27
- Kamayama: 166
- Kaningo: 159
- Regent: 137

Children aged 10-14

- Wellington: 22
- Angola Town: 25
- Kanikay: 29
- Culvert: 151
- Kamayama: 139
- Kaningo: 139
- Regent: 123

Children aged 15-17

- Wellington: 8
- Angola Town: 143
- Kanikay: 8
- Culvert: 9
- Kamayama: 98
- Kaningo: 120
- Regent: 62

Data sources:
- Situational data: Office of National Security (ONS), Ministry of Social Welfare, UNOSAT/UNITAR
- Boundaries: Sierra Leone Government
- Settlements: Open Street Map
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